Heavens Lil Helper Retractable Pacifier Holder is a baby accessory.

Its purpose is to retract small items like pacifiers, teething rings, and rattlers to prevent them from becoming dirty. Its second feature is a retractable plastic coated ribbon for washability. Third feature is a metal key ring fixture attached to the end of the plastic coated ribbon that allows pacifiers or small items to be interchangeable for babies use.

Opening in plastic casing

Thin coil tightly wound

Attached is plastic coated cloth

Fastener ring from plastic coated cloth

Attachment ring to attach pacifier or teething ring or other small items such as rattlers.

Purpose is to keep infant/elderly people's personal items from dangling or hitting the floor, thus prevents unhealthy situations. Also keeps baby/elder's items.
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HEAVENS LIL HELPER RETRACTABLE PACIFIER HOLDER

[0001] The field that this invention, Heavens Lil Helper Retractable Pacifier Holder, pertains to is babies accessories.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Previously pacifier holders have a ribbon that hangs from a plastic clip holder. The clip attaches to babies clothing. The hanging ribbon attaches to pacifier and thus leaving pacifier hanging and dragging on the floor collecting dirt and germs also tangleing of ribbon on outside sources and on babies finger or choking of baby.

SUMMARY

[0003] Heavens Lil Helper Retractable Pacifier Holder, solves the problem of dragging on floor, tangleing and choking because it retracts.

[0004] Additional two features not offered with previous pacifier holder is;

[0005] One: Plastic coated ribbon for washability

[0006] Two: Attachment feature at end of plastic coated ribbon for interchangeability of small items ie. teething rings, rattlers etc.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0007] Heavens Lil Helper Retractable Pacifier Holder, specific improvement is that it retracts and offers interchangeable feature that allows other small items to be attached, also a plastic coated ribbon for washability for cleanliness.

[0008] Heavens Lil Helper Retractable Pacifier Holder contains a retractable circular coil within its one and a half inch round plastic casing. A plastic coated six inch in length and one fourth inch in width is adhered to retractable coil inside casing. Casing has an opening that allows plastic coated ribbon to flow through out side exterior of casing. Plastic coated ribbon extends from plastic casing where interchangeable fixture allows items to be secured to itself ie. teething rings etc. . . . Interchangeable feature can be a metal circular key ring device that allows samll items to be affixed to itself.

1. I claim first that Heavens Lil Helper Retractable Holder offers retractability, because of coil inside of plastic casing. I claim secondly that Heavens Lil Helper Retractable Pacifier Holder has a plastic coated ribbon attached to coil inside of plastic casing for washability. I claim that thirdly a round key ring attachable feature at end of plastic coated ribbon that allows interchangeable items to be attached.
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